
Recommended Setup and Use:
1. Install three hooks on a single cord about 20–30" long, with the middle hook equidis-

tant from the ends. With small size adjustable hooks the cord goes through the
closed loop, then across the ‘V’ notch and into the other loop. On the large hooks
the cord goes into the oval loop, across the ‘V’ notch, then back through the same
oval loop.

For maximum security, set the cord into the ‘V’ notch with a firm pull and leave about
2" of cord extending past the loop. Extra length at the free end can be tied off around
the cord.

2. Discarding the plastic bails from the large size hooks will allow easier attachment to
luggage racks and other motorcycle components. When cutting bungees to length,
the nylon sheath should be melted or fused so that it will not unravel.

3. When securing a duffel using a two-cord setup with 3 hooks each, install them so
that they form an ‘X’ over the duffel bag, with one length on each side going from
front to back along the sides of the ‘X’.

4. After removing a duffel bag from 
your bike, keep the cords tied 
(all bundled together) for storage 
in a loose overhand knot around 
one of the duffel handles.

Thank you for purchasing Aerostich Adjustable Bungees. If you have any questions about them, please call us at 
218-722-1927, or email <products@aerostich.com>

Features:
Bungee cords are fast, convenient ways to secure loads to your bike. Almost all the strength of bungee-type cords comes from the
woven sheath which works like “Chinese Handcuffs” as the inner elastic material stretches. To obtain the best load security, all bungee
cords should be adjusted so they are at close to 95% of their maximum possible elongation. All loads can shift on bumpy, washboard
roads so check your packs often when riding in rough conditions. Also re-check the pack a few miles after initially setting off. For
extreme off-road conditions, adjustable webbing straps will provide greater security.

The hooks allow adjusting the cord length and are made of a non-scratching material. The woven sheath of these cords is nylon
which feels nicer and lasts longer than the polyester or polypropylene covering regular bungees. The inner elastic of these bungee
cords increases tension more linearly than on regular bungees, especially near maximum elongation, so the hook is less likely to unex-
pectedly snap free while securing a load.
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